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We show that for each integer k3, there exists an integer pk such that every
graph with minimum degree at least 2k and order at least pk contains k pairwise
vertex-disjoint cycles of the same length.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider only finite, undirected, simple graphs with no
loops and no multiple edges (unless otherwise stated).
For a graph G, its vertex set and edge set are denoted by V(G) and E(G),
respectively, and the cardinality of V(G) is called the order of G. By a cycle
of G, we mean a (nonempty) connected 2-regular subgraph of G. The order
of a cycle C is usually referred to as the length of C. A cycle having length
j is often called a j-cycle for short. Two cycles are said to be disjoint if their
vertex sets are disjoint.
In [1], Corradi and Hajnal proved that if k2 is an integer, then every
graph with minimum degree at least 2k and order at least 3k contains k
pairwise disjoint cycles. In [3, Theorem 6.5], Thomassen proved that for
each integer k2 there exists an integer qk such that every graph with
minimum degree at least 3k+1 and order at least qk contains k pairwise
disjoint cycles of the same length (his proof shows that we can take
qk=k2+o(1)) and conjectured that the same holds for graphs with
minimum degree at least 2k. The purpose of this paper is to settle this
conjecture affirmatively for k3 (the case k=2, which had already been
conjectured by Ha ggkvist [2], remains open).
Main Theorem. (i) For each integer k3, there exists an integer pk
such that every graph with minimum degree at least 2k and order at least pk
contains k pairwise disjoint cycles of the same length.
(ii) One can take pk=(17+o(1)) k.
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Remark. Note that complete bipartite graphs K2k&1, l (l2k&1) do
not contain k pairwise disjoint cycles and have minimum degree 2k&1.
Thus in the Main Theorem, the lower bound 2k imposed on the minimum
degree is the best possible.
We outline the proof of the Main Theorem in Section 2. In Sections 3
through 5, we prove propositions which we use in the proof of the Main
Theorem. We prove statements (ii) and (i) of the Main Theorem in
Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
Our notation is standard except possibly for the following. Let G be a
graph. For x # V(G), we let NG(x) denote the set of vertices which are
adjacent to x in G, and let degG (x) denote the degree of x in G; thus
|NG(x)|=degG(x). For SV(G), NG(S) denotes the union of NG(x) as x
ranges over S. For S, TV(G), we let E(S, T)=EG(S, T) denote the set
of edges of G which join a vertex in S and a vertex in T. When T consists
of a single vertex, say x, we write E(S, x) for E(S, T). For SV(G), we let
(S) =(S)G denote the subgraph induced by S in G.
2. Sketch of the Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section, we give a sketch of the proof of the Main Theorem by
listing propositions which we use in the proof of the Main Theorem and
outlining the proof of some of the propositions (a proposition named
Proposition i.j is proved in Section i). We establish the Main Theorem by
proving the following two propositions (Proposition 6.1 yields the bound
on pk stated in (ii) of the Main Theorem, and Proposition 7.1 shows that
the assertion stated in (i) holds for all k3):
Proposition 6.1. Let 0<c 14 be a real number, and let k be a positive
integer which is large enough to satisfy 30k12(c(10+20c))ck (when
c= 14 , this condition is satisfied if k5.2_10
7). Let G be a graph with
minimum degree at least 2k and order at least (17+20c) k. Then G contains
k pairwise disjoint cycles of the same length.
Proposition 7.1. Let k3 be an integer, and let G be a graph with
minimum degree at least 2k. Suppose that |V(G)| is large enough to satisfy
|V(G)|(2_108) k2 Wlog2 |V(G)|X4
(this condition is satisfied if
|V(G)|(4_1014) k2(log2 k)4).
Then G contains k pairwise disjoint cycles of the same length.
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In the proof of Proposition 6.1, we make use of the following two
propositions:
Proposition 3.4. Let k be an integer with k4, and c be a real number
with 1kc14. Let H be a bipartite graph with partite sets A and B.
Suppose that |A|7k and |B|(10+6c) k+(100c2) and that |NH(v)|
(2&c) k for all v # B. Suppose further that H does not contain k pairwise
disjoint 4-cycles. For a subset P of A, define M(P)B by
M(P)=[v # B | NH(v)P].
Then there exists a subset P of A with cardinality strictly less than 2k such
that |B&M(P)|<(5+(172) c) k+(100c2) and such that |NH(X) &
M(P)|>(52) |X| for all <{XP.
Proposition 5.2. Let 0<b1 be a real number, and let k1200 be an
integer. Let H be a graph with girth at least 5 such that the number of ver-
tices whose degree is greater than or equal to 30k12b is at least b |V(H)|.
Then for some j with
5 j4 Wlog(15k12b)&W30bX |V(H)|X,
H contains k+1 pairwise disjoint j-cycles.
In the proof of Proposition 7.1, we make use of the following two
propositions:
Proposition 3.9. Let k3 be an integer, and let H be a bipartite graph
with partite sets A and B. Suppose that |A|18k and |B|3000k and that
|NH(v)|2k&2 for all v # B. Suppose further that H does not contain k
pairwise disjoint 4-cycles. For a subset P of A, define M(P) as in Proposition
3.4. Then there exists a subset P of A with cardinality 2k&2 or 2k&1 such
that |B&M(P)|<3000k and such that |NH(X) & M(P)|>3 |X| for all <{
XP.
Proposition 5.3. Let k2 be an integer, and let 0<b<c<1 be real
numbers. Let H be a graph with girth at least 7 and, for each j=0, 1, 2, let
Vj denote the set of vertices of H whose degree is j. Suppose that
|V0 |+4 |V1 |+3 |V2 |(1&c) |V(H)|,
and |V(H)| is large enough to satisfy
|V(H)|
6k2(1+W5bX)4
c&b
Wlog2 |V(H)|X4.
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Then for some j with
7 j<2(1+W5bX) Wlog2 |V(H)|X,
H contains k+1 pairwise disjoint j-cycles.
Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 follow from the following two propositions,
Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, respectively:
Proposition 4.3. Let b be a real number with 0<b<1, d0 be an integer
with d01b, and d be an integer with dd0+2. Let G be a graph such that
the number of vertices of G whose degree is greater than or equal to d is at
least b |V(G)|. Then G contains a cycle having length less than or equal to
4 Wlogd&d0 |V(G)|X.
Proposition 4.4. Let 0<b<1 be a real number. Let G be a graph and,
for each i=0, 1, let ri denote the number of vertices of G whose degree is i.
Further let s denote the number of edges of G both of whose end vertices have
degree at most 2. Suppose that s+3r1+r0(1&b) |V(G)|. Then G contains
a cycle of length less than 2(1+(5b)) Wlog2 |V(G)|X.
We now give sketches of the proofs of Propositions 5.2, 5.3, 6.1, and 7.1
(in these sketches, we let mj denote the maximum number of pairwise
disjoint j-cycles in the graph under consideration, and let Cj1 , ..., Cjmj be
pairwise disjoint j-cycles).
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let d=15k12b, d0=W30bX and
r=logd&d0 |V(H)|, and set
S= .
5 j4 WrX \ .1imj V(Cji)+ .
By way of contradiction, suppose that mjk for all 5 j4 WrX. Then
|S|<2kr(5+4(r+1)). (2.1)
Let T be the set of vertices in V(H)&S which are adjacent to at least d ver-
tices in S, and let X be the set of vertices whose degree in H&S is greater
than d. Then
|X|b |V(H)|&|S|&|T |. (2.2)
On the other hand, from the assumption that G has girth at least 5, it
follows that
|X||S| ( |S|&1)(d(d&1)) (2.3)
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and, from (2.1) and (2.3), we obtain
|S|+|T |<29b |V(H)|30 (2.4)
through a lengthy calculation. From (2.2) and (2.4), it follows that
|X|>b |V(H)|30. In view of Proposition 4.3., this implies that H&S
contains a cycle with length at most 4 Wlogd&d0 |V(H&S)|X (4 WrX),
which contradicts the definition of S.
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let l=(1+W5bX) Wlog2 |V(H)|X,
and set
S= .
7 j<2l \ .1imj V(Cji)+ .
Suppose that mjk for all 7 j<2l. Then
|S|<2kl 2. (2.5)
Set
T=NH(S)&S, M=[x # T | |NH(x) & S|2].
Also let r0 , r1 , s be as in Proposition 4.4 with G=H&S. Then it follows
that
r0+3r1|V0 |+3 |V1 |+3 |V2 & T |+3 |M|,
s|V1&S&T |+2 |V2&S&T |+|E((T) )|. (2.6)
Since H has girth at least 7, we also have
|M|+|E((T) )||S| ( |S|&1)2. (2.7)
From (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), we obtain r0+3r1+s(1&b) |V(G)| by
calculations. In view of Proposition 4.4, this implies that G=H&S
contains a cycle with length less than 2l, a contradiction.
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 6.1. We may assume m3<k and m4<k.
Set A=(1im3 V(C3i)) _ (1im4 V(C4i)). Let B be the set of those
vertices in V(G)&A which are adjacent to at least (2&c) k vertices in A.
Apply Proposition 3.4 to the bipartite subgraph of G induced by EG(A, B).
Then from the assumption that m4<k, it follows that there exists a subset
P of A which satisfies the conditions stated in the conclusion of
Proposition 3.4. Here we consider only the extremal case, i.e., the case
where |P|=2k&1. Let T be the set of those vertices in M(P) which have
no neighbor in M(P). Then, using the assumption that m3<k and m4<k,
we can show that |T ||M(P)|&2 and |NG&A(T )&M(P)||T |. We now
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obtain |NG&A(T )&B|>c |B|(10+19c) by calculations. Since every vertex
of G&A whose degree (in G&A) is less than or equal to 30k12(c(10+
20c)) lies in B, this means that G&A satisfies the assumptions of
Proposition 5.2 with b=c(10+20c), and the desired conclusion follows
immediately from Proposition 5.2.
Sketch of Proof of Proposition 7.1. We may assume that mj<k for each
3 j6. Set
A= .
3 j6 \ .1imj V(Cji)+ .
Let B be the set of those vertices in V(G)&A which are adjacent to at least
2k&2 vertices in A. Since m4<k, we can apply Proposition 3.9 to the
subgraph induced by EG(A, B) to see that there exists a subset P of A
which satisfies the conditions stated in the conclusion of Proposition 3.9.
Here we consider only the case where |P|=2k&1. Let S be the set of
vertices in M(P) which have no neighbor in M(P). To each v # S assign a
vertex g(v) # NG(v)&A. Then, from the assumption that m4<k, it follows
that g(u){g(v) for any u, v # S with u{v. For notational simplicity, we let
the path ug(u) wg(v) v be denoted by (u, w, v), where u, v # S, u{v and
w # NG(g(u)) & NG(g(v)); thus V(u, w, v) = [u, g(u), w, g(v), v]. Let J
denote the set of all such paths; thus
J=[(u, w, v) | u, v # S, u{v, w # NG(g(u)) & NG(g(v))].
Further set
K=[(u, w, v) # J | w # V(G)&P&S],
L$=[(u, w, v) # J | w # NG(u) & NG(v) & P,
and |NG(u) & NG(v) & P|2k&2].
Two paths (u1 , w1 , v1), (u2 , w2 , v2) in J are said to be disjoint if
V(u1 , w1 , v1) & V(u2 , w2 , v2)=<. Let r be the maximum number of
disjoint paths in K _ L$, and let (u1 , w1 , v1), ..., (ur , wr , vr) be r disjoint
paths in K _ L$. Then, from the assumption that m3<k and m6<k, we get
rk. Set
Q1=[v # M(P) | |NG(v) & A|=|P|=2k&1],
Q2=[v # M(P) | |NG(v) & A|=|NG(v) & P|=2k&2].
U=[g(ui), g(vi) | 1ir], W=[wi | 1ir],
T=g(S)&U&W, Z=V(G)&P&S&g(S)&W.
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Then
M(P)=Q1 _ Q2 (disjoint union),
T=g(S)& .
1ir
V(ui , wi , vi),
V(G)&P&W=S _ T _ U _ Z (disjoint union).
Using the assumption that mj<k for each 3 j6, we can show that
|E(T, S)|=|T |, |E((T) )|1,
|E(T, P _ W)|(k&1) | g(S & Q1)&U&W|+k | g(S & Q2)&U&W|
+(2k&1)(2k&2), |E(T, U)|2r.
Since it follows from the maximality of r that |Z||E(T, Z)|, we obtain
|Z|k |S & Q1 |+(k&1) |S & Q2 |&(7k2&4k+4) (2.8)
by calculations. For each j=0, 1, 2, let Vj denote the set of vertices of
G&A whose degree (in G&A) is j. Since V0 B&M(P), V1 
(B&M(P)) _ Q1 , and V2 B, it follows from (2.8) that
|V(G&A)|>(k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 |&(7k2+14k+4)
&(3000k+2)(k+2),
which implies that G&A satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 5.3 with
c=1051 and b=851, and the desired conclusion therefore follows from
Proposition 5.3.
It has been pointed out by one of the referees that if we confine ourselves
to graphs with a ``large'' minimum degree in Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, the
following refinements of Propositions 5.2 and 5.3 hold:
Proposition A. Let k, r be integers with k2 and r4. Let G be a
graph with girth at least 5 and minimum degree at least r, and suppose that
|V(G)| is large enough to satisfy |V(G)|>k2(8 logr&2 |V(G)| )4. Then, for
some j with 5 j8 logr&2 |V(G)|, G contains k+1 pairwise disjoint
j-cycles.
Proposition B. Let k2 be an integer. Let G be a graph with girth at
least 7 and minimum degree at least 3, and suppose that |V(G)| is large
enough to satisfy |V(G)|>18k2(4 log2 |V(G)| )4. Then, for some j with
7 j12 log2 |V(G)|, G contains k+1 pairwise disjoint j-cycles.
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3. Bipartite Graphs
We start with two easy lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let I{< be a finite set, and let (Ni)i # I be a family of finite
sets indexed by I. Suppose that |i # X Ni |2 |X| for all XI. Then we can
assign to each i # I a subset Ui of Ni having cardinality 2 so that Ui &
Uj=< for any distinct i, j # I.
Proof. This is a straightforward modification of Hall's theorem on
systems of distinct representatives and can be verified, for example, by
induction on n=i # I |Ni | as follows: if there exists JI with <{J{I
such that |i # J Ni |=2 |J |, then we can apply the induction hypothesis to
the families (Ni) i # J and (Ni&( j # J Nj)) i # I&J ; if there is no such J, then
we can remove an element from one of the Ni and apply the induction
hypothesis to the resulting family, or else |I |=1 and n=2. K
Lemma 3.2. Let k1 be an integer. Let I, A be finite sets, and let
(Ni) i # I be a family of subsets of A. Suppose that |Ni |k for all i # I and
that |Ni & Nj |1 for all i, j # I with i{j. Then |A| ( |A|&1)|I | k(k&1).
Proof. Let T be the set of triples (i; x, y) such that i # I, x, y # Ni , and
x{y. For each pair (x, y) of elements x, y of A with x{y, there exists at
most one i such that (i; x, y) # T, and hence |T ||A| ( |A|&1)2. On the
other hand, for each i # I, there are |Ni | ( |Ni |&1)2 pairs (x, y) such that
(i; x, y) # T, and hence |T ||I | k(k&1)2. The desired conclusion now
follows immediately from these two inequalities. K
Lemma 3.3. Let r2 be an integer, and let H be a bipartite graph with
partite sets A and B. Suppose that |A|=2r, |NH(X )|2 |X| for all XA,
and |NH(v)|(32) r for all v # B. Then H contains r pairwise disjoint 4-cycles.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we can choose a subset Ux of cardinality 2 of
NH(x) for each x # A so that Ux & Uy=< for any distinct x, y # A. Let C
be a 4-cycle of H, and write V(C) & A=[z1 , z2]. We say that C is ``good''
if Uz1=V(C) & B or Uz2=V(C) & B. Now let h be the maximum number
of disjoint good 4-cycles. We may assume h<r. Let C1 , ..., Ch be disjoint
good 4-cycles, and set S=1ih (V(Ci) & A) and T=1ih (V(Ci) & B).
Since the Ci are all good, Ux & T=< for all x # A&S. Take x1 , x2 # A&S
(x1 {x2), and write Uxj=[uj , vj]. The maximality of h implies that for
each j=1, 2 we have NH(uj) & NH(vj)S _ [xj], and hence |NH(uj) &
NH(vj) & S|  |NH (uj) & NH(vj)| & 1 = |NH (uj)| + |NH (vj)| & |NH (uj) _
NH(vj)| & 1  3r2+3r2&2r&1 = r&1. Thus |NH(u1) & NH(v1) & S|+
|NH(u2) & NH(v2) & S|  2h. Suppose that |NH(u1) & NH(v1) & S|+
|NH(u2) & NH(v2) & S|>2h. Then it follows that for one of the h cycles Ci ,
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say Ch , we can write V(Ch) & A=[ y1 , y2] so that yj # NH(uj) & NH(vj) for
each j=1, 2. But then we get two good cycles, x1u1y1v1 and x2u2y2v2 ,
which are disjoint from all of the other h&1 cycles C1 , ..., Ch&1 . This
contradicts the maximality of h. Thus |NH(u1) & NH(v1) & S|+|NH(u2) &
NH(v2) & S|=2h, and hence |NH(uj) & NH(vj) & S|=r&1 for each j and
h=r&1. From |NH(u1) & NH(v1) & S|=r&1, we see that one of u1 or v1 ,
say u1 , is adjacent to x2 . Similarly, we may assume x1 # NH(u2). It now
follows that x1 , x2 , u1 , and u2 form a cycle disjoint from the r&1
cycles Ci . K
We need the following proposition in Section 6:
Proposition 3.4. Let k be an integer with k4, and c be a real number
with 1kc14. Let H be a bipartite graph with partite sets A and B.
Suppose that |A|7k and |B|(10+6c) k+(100c2) and that |NH(v)|
(2&c) k for all v # B. Suppose further that H does not contain k pairwise
disjoint 4-cycles. For a subset P of A, define M(P)B by
M(P)=[v # B | NH(v)P].
Then there exists a subset P of A with cardinality strictly less than 2k such
that
|B&M(P)|<(5+(172) c) k+(100c2)
and such that
|NH(X) & M(P)|>(52) |X|
for all <{XP. K
To make in relief the point of the proof, we prove the following more
general proposition in a series of lemmas (Proposition 3.4 follows from
Proposition 3.5 by simply letting r=7, s= 52 and b=c):
Proposition 3.5. Let k4 be an integer, and let r, s, b, c be real num-
bers with r2, s1, 1kb14, and 1kc14. Let H be a bipartite
graph with partite sets A and B. Suppose that |A|rk and
|B|(r&2+2s+b+5c) k+(2r2b2)+3 (3.1)
and that |NH(v)|(2&c) k&1 for all v # B. Suppose further that H does
not contain k pairwise disjoint 4-cycles. For each subset P of A, define
M(P)B by
M(P)=[v # B | NH(v)P].
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Then there exists a subset P of A with cardinality strictly less than 2k such
that
|B&M(P)|<(r&2+sc+b+5c) k+(2r2b2)+3
and such that
|NH(X) & M(P)|>s |X|
for all <{XP.
Until we finish the proof of Proposition 3.5, we let k, r, s, b, c, H, A, B
be as in the proposition.
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a subset of A, and let U be a subset of B&M(X)
with |U|(r&2+b+c) k+(2r2b2)+1. Then there exist vertices u, v # U
(u{v) that satisfy one of the following two conditions:
(i) |NH(u) & NH(v) & (A&X)|2; or
(ii) NH(u) & NH(v) & (A&X){< and |NH(u) & NH(v) & X|3k&
|X|&2.
Proof. Note that the assumption that UB&M(X) is equivalent to
the statement that
NH(v) & (A&X ){< for all v # U. (3.2)
Set
U1=[v # U | |NH(v) & (A&X)|>bk],
U2=[v # U | |NH(v) & (A&X)|bk].
We may assume that no two vertices in U1 satisfy (i). Then by Lemma 3.2,
we obtain
|U1 |rk(rk&1)wbk+1x (wbk+1x&1)<2(rk)2wbk+1x2<2r2b2,
and hence |U2 |>(r&2+b+c) k+1. This, in particular, implies U2 {<,
and hence |X|(2&b&c) k&1 by the definition of U2 (recall that
|NH(v)|(2&c) k&1 for all v # B). Consequently, |A&X|
(r&2+b+c) k+1<|U2 |. From (3.2), it now follows that there exist two
vertices u, v # U2 which have a common neighbor in A&X and, by the
definition of U2 ,
|NH(u) & NH(v) & X|2((2&b&c) k&1)&|X|3k&|X|&2,
as desired. K
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Let h be the maximum number of pairwise disjoint 4-cycles in H. By
assumption, h<k. Let C1 , ..., Ch be pairwise disjoint 4-cycles, and set
S=1ih (V(Ci) & A) and T=1ih (V(Ci) & B). Recall that |A|rk.
Lemma 3.7. There exists a subset R of A with R$S and |R|= |S|+1
that satisfies
|B&M(R)&T |<(r&2+b+c) k+(2r2b2)+3. (3.3)
Proof. Note that the maximality of h implies that
|NH(u) & NH(v) & (A&S)|1
(3.4)
for any two distinct vertices u, v in B&T.
If
|B&M(S)&T |<(r&2+b+c) k+2r2b2+3, (3.5)
any subset R of A containing S satisfies (3.3). Thus we may assume that S
does not satisfy (3.5). We now apply Lemma 3.6 with X=S and
U=B&M(S)&T. By (3.4), (i) of Lemma 3.6 cannot hold, and hence there
exists x1 # A&S and there exist u1 , v1 # B&M(S)&T such that
x1 # NH(u1) & NH(v1) (3.6)
and |NH(u1) & NH(v1) & S|3k&2h&2. Since kh+1, we have
|NH(u1) & NH(v1) & S|h+1. (3.7)
We now suppose that R=S _ [x1] does not satisfy (3.3) and apply
Lemma 3.6 with X=R and U=B&M(R)&T&[u1 , v1]. Then there exist
u2 , v2 # B&M(R)&T&[u1 , v1] and x2 # (A&R) & NH(u2) & NH(v2) such
that |NH(u2) & NH(v2) & R|h. Since (3.4) implies x1  NH(u2) & NH(v2),
we have
|NH(u2) & NH(v2) & S|h. (3.8)
By (3.7) and (3.8), we can, as in Lemma 3.3, replace one of the cycles Ci ,
say Ch , by x1u1 y1 v1 and x2 u2 y2 v2 , where [ y1 , y2]=V(Ch) & A. This
contradicts the maximality of h. K
Lemma 3.8. There exists a subset Q of A with cardinality strictly less
than 2k such that |B&M(Q)|<(r&2+b+5c) k+(2r2b2)+3.
Proof. If there exist u1 , v1 # B&M(S)&T (u1 {v1) and x1 # A&S that
satisfy (3.6) and (3.7), then set Q=S _ [x1] (even if S satisfies (3.5));
otherwise, set Q=S. Then |Q|2h+1<2k and, from the proof of
Lemma 3.7, we see that |B&M(Q)&T |<(r&2+b+c) k+2r2b2+3. We
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may assume that we have chosen C1 , ..., Ch (and u1 , v1 , x1) so that the
number m of those cycles Ci which do not satisfy V(Ci) & BM(Q) is as
small as possible. We show that m2ck. From assumption (3.1), we get
|M(Q) _ T | > 2sk+4ck  2sk+4. Since |T | = 2h < 2k, this implies
|M(Q)&T |4. Now suppose m>2ck, and take u, v # M(Q)&T, u{v.
Since |M(Q)&T |4, we may assume that, in the case where Q{S,
neither u nor v coincides with u1 or v1 . We have |NH(u) & NH(v) & Q|
2((2&c) k&1)&(2h+1)(2h+1)&2ck. This means that the number of
cycles Ci with V(Ci) & A3 NH(u) & NH(v) & S is at most 2ck. Hence there
exists a cycle Cj such that V(Cj) & B3 M(Q) and V(Cj) & ANH(u) &
NH(v) & S. Replacing this Cj by the cycle C$j formed by u, v, and V(Cj) & A,
we get a contradiction to the minimality of m (note that this replacement
does not alter S and that if Q{S for the original collection C1 , ..., Cj , ...,
Ch of 4-cycles, then since u, v{u1 , v1 , the same Q will do for the new
collection C1 , ..., C$j , ..., Ch as well). Thus m2ck and, by the definition
of m, |T & M(Q)|  2m  4ck. Hence |B & M(Q)| = |B & M(Q) & T | +
|T&M(Q)|<(r&2+b+c) k+2r2b2+3+4ck, as desired. K
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let Q be as in Lemma 3.8. Let Z be a
maximal subset of Q such that |NH(Z) & M(Q)|s |Z| (it is possible that
Z=<), and set P=Q&Z. Then since M(P)=M(Q)&NH(Z) by definition,
it follows from the maximality of Q that |NH(X) & M(P)|>s |X| for all
<{XP. Suppose that |Z|>ck. Then since |Q|2k&1, it follows that
NH(v) & Z{< for all v # M(Q), and hence NH(Z) & M(Q)=M(Q). Since
we have |M(Q)|>2sk from |B&M(Q)|<(r&2+b+5c) k+2r2b2+3
and (3.1), and since |Z||Q|<2k, this contradicts the assumption
|NH(Z) & M(Q)|s |Z|. Thus |Z|<ck. Hence |B&M(P)|=|B&M(Q)|+
|M(Q) & NH(Z)|<(r&2+b+5c) k+2r2b2+2+sck, as desired. K
We need the following proposition in Section 7:
Proposition 3.9. Let k3 be an integer, and let H be a bipartite graph
with partite sets A and B. Suppose that |A|18k and |B|3000k and that
|NH(v)|2k&2 for all v # B. Suppose further that H does not contain k
pairwise disjoint 4-cycles. For a subset P of A, define M(P) as in Proposi-
tion 3.5. Then there exists a subset P of A with cardinality 2k&2 or 2k&1
such that |B&M(P)|<3000k and such that |NH(X) & M(P)|>3 |X| for all
<{XP.
Proof. If 4, the proposition immediately follows by letting r=18, s=3,
b=14, and c=1k in Proposition 3.5. Thus assume k=3, and let h (2) be
the maximum number of disjoint 4-cycles, let Ci (1ih) be disjoint 4-cycles,
and set S=1ih (V(Ci) & A) and T=1ih (V(Ci) & B). Suppose
|B&M(S)&T |8000, (3.9)
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and set
U1=[v # B&M(S)&T | |NH(v) & (A&S)|2],
U2=[v # B&M(S)&T | |NH(v) & (A&S)|=1].
As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we obtain |U1 |54 } 532, and hence
|U2 |>2 |A&S|. Consequently, there exists x1 # A&S such that the set
Z=[v # U2 | NH(v) & (A&S)=[x1]]
has cardinality at least 3. Set R=S _ [x1], and suppose
|B&M(R)&T |8000. (3.10)
Then as in Lemma 3.7, we can find u2 , v2 # B&M(R)&T (u2 {v2) and
x2 # A&S such that NH(u2) & (A&S)=NH(v2) & (A&S)=[x2]. Since
ZM(R) by definition, we have u2 , v2  Z. It now follows that some two
vertices in Z can play the roles of u1 and v1 in the proof of Lemma 3.7 and,
as in Lemma 3.7, we get a contradiction to the maximality of h. Thus (3.9)
or (3.10) must fail to hold, and the rest of the proof corresponds word for
word to that of Proposition 3.5. K
4 Upper Bound on the Girth of a Graph
The main results in this section are Propositions 4.3 and 4.4.
Lemma 4.1. Let d3 be an integer, and let H be a graph with minimum
degree at least d. Then H contains a cycle having length less than or equal
to 2 Wlogd&1 |V(H)|X.
Proof. Let m=Wlogd&1 |V(H)|X. By way of contradiction, suppose that
H does not contain a cycle with length less than or equal to 2m. Fix
v # V(H). For each i1, let Xi denote the set of vertices which are at
distance i from v. Then |X1 |d, and |Xi |(d&1) |Xi&1 | for all 2im.
Hence |Xm |>(d&1)m|V(H)|, a contradiction. K
Proposition 4.2. Let d0 , d be integers with d02 and dd0+2. Let G
be a graph and, for each i, let ri denote the number of vertices of G whose
degree is i. Suppose that
\ :d&(d0&1)id&1
d&i
d0&1
ri++ d0d0&1 (dd&d0+ } } } +r1+r0)|V(G)|.
Then G contains a cycle having length less than or equal to 4 Wlogd&d0 |V(G)|X.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on |V(G)|+|E(G)|. First assume that
G contains a vertex v of degree 0 or 1. Then G&v satisfies the assumption
of the proposition (for example, if the degree of v is 1 and the degree k of
the vertex adjacent to v satisfies d&d0+1kd, then the deletion of v
increases (d&k) rk (d0&1)+(d&k+1) rk&1(d0&1) by 1(d0&1) and
decreases r1(d0&1) by d0 (d0&1) and has no effect on any other terms).
Hence G&v contains a cycle with a desired length. Next assume that all
vertices have degree at least 2, and let A be the set of vertices whose degree
is less than or equal to d&d0 . If G has an edge e joining two vertices in
A, we can apply the induction hypothesis to G&e. Thus we may assume
that there is no such edge. Take a # A, and fix va # NG(a). Delete a and join
va to all other vertices in NG(a). We apply this operator to all vertices in
A, and let H denote the resulting graph. If H contains multiple edges, this
means that G contains a cycle of length 3 or 4. We may therefore assume
that H is simple. Then since degH(x)degG(x)d&d0+1 for all
x # V(H)=V(G)&A, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that H contains a cycle
with length less than or equal to 2 Wlogd&d0 |V(H)|X2 Wlogd&d0 |V(G)|X.
If we ``pull back'' this cycle to G, we obtain a closed walk W of length at
most 4 Wlogd&d0 |V(G)|X. It is easy to see that W is nontrivial, i.e., there is
an edge which is traversed precisely once in W. Thus we can find a desired
cycle in W. K
Proposition 4.3. Let b be a real number with 0<b<1, d0 be an integer
with d01b, and d be an integer with dd0+2. Let G be a graph such that
the number of vertices of G whose degree is greater than or equal to d is at
least b|V(G)|. Then G contains a cycle having length less than or equal to
4 Wlogd&d0 |V(G)|X.
Proof. Let ri be as in the preceding proposition. Then
\ :d&d0+1id&1
d&i
d0&1
ri++ d0d0&1 (rd&d0+ } } } +r0)

d0
d0&1
(rd&1+ } } } +r0)
d0
d0&1
(1&b) |V(G)||V(G)|,
and hence the desired conclusion follows immediately from the preceding
proposition. K
Proposition 4.4. Let 0<b<1 be a real number. Let G be a graph and,
for each i=0, 1, let ri denote the number of vertices of G whose degree is i.
Further let s denote the number of edges of G both of whose end vertices have
degree at most 2. Suppose that s+3r1+r0(1&b) |V(G)|. Then G contains
a cycle of length less than 2(1+(5b)) Wlog2 |V(G)|X.
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Proof. We argue as in Proposition 4.2. We proceed by induction on
|V(G)|. We may clearly assume that G is connected. If G has a vertex v of
degree 1, we can apply the induction hypothesis to G&v. Thus we may
assume that all vertices have degree at least 2. Let P be the set of those
paths P of G with |E(P)|2 such that the end vertices of P have degree
at least 3 in G and all other vertices on P (i.e., all inner vertices of P) have
degree 2 in G (we allow the possibility that the two end vertices of P
coincide with each other; that is to say, we allow P to be a cycle). We first
consider the case where there exists Q # P such that |E(Q)|1+5b. Let
x, y be the end vertices of Q, and let G$=G&(V(Q)&[x, y]). Let r$i
denote the number of vertices of G$ whose degree (in G$) is i, and let s$
denote the number of edges of G$ both of whose end vertices have degree
at most 2 (in G$). If either x{y or x=y and degG(x)4, then we have
r$0=r0 , r$1=r1 , and s$s&(|E(Q)|&2)+4; if x=y and degG(x)=3, then
r$0=r0 , r$1=r1+1, and s$s&(|E(Q)|&2)+1. In any case, s$+3r$1+r$0
s+3r1+r0&|E(Q)|+6. Since |V(G$)|=|V(G)|&( |E(Q)|&1), this means
that (1 & b) |V(G$)| & (s$ + 3r$1 + r0)  (1 & b) |V(G)| & (s + 3r1 + r0) +
b |E(Q)|&b&5. Since (1&b) |V(G)|&(s+3r1+r0)0 and |E(Q)|1+
5b by assumption, we now obtain (1&b) |V(G$)|&(s$+3r$1+r0$)0, and
we can therefore apply the induction hypothesis to G$ to get a cycle with
the desired property. This completes the proof for the case where there
exists Q # P such that |E(Q)|1+5b. We now consider the case where
|E(P)|<1+5b for all P # P. In this case, we replace each P # P by an
edge and let H denote the resulting graph. If H contains a loop or multiple
edges, it means that G contains a cycle of length less than 2(1+5b). We
may therefore assume that H is simple. Applying Lemma 4.1 with d=3, we
see that H contains a cycle with length less than or equal to
2 Wlog2 |V(G)|X and, ``pulling back'' this cycle to G, we get a cycle with the
desired property. K
5. Disjoint Cycles in Graphs with Girth at Least 5 or 7
The main results in this section are Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.
Lemma 5.1. Let 0<b1 be a real number, let d2 be an integer, and
let H be a graph with girth at least 5. Set
I=[x # V(H) | degH (x)d],
and assume that |I |b |V(H)|. Then |V(H)|bd(d&1)+1.
Proof. From the assumption that the girth of H is at least 5, it follows
that |NH(x) & NH( y)|1 for all x, y # I with x{y. Hence by Lemma 3.2,
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we get |V(H)| ( |V(H)|&1)b |V(H)| d(d&1), which implies the desired
inequality. K
Proposition 5.2. Let 0<b1 be a real number, and let k1200 be an
integer. Let H be a graph with girth at least 5 such that the number of
vertices whose degree is greater than or equal to 30k12b is at least b |V(H)|.
Then for some j with
5 j4 Wlog(15k12b)&W30bX |V(H)|X,
H contains k+1 pairwise disjoint j-cycles.
Proof. Let q=30k12b, d0=W30bX, and r=log(q2)&d0 |V(H)|. For
each 5 j4 WrX, let mj denote the maximum number of disjoint j-cycles,
and let Cj1 , ..., Cjmj be disjoint j-cycles. Set
S= .
5 j4 WrX \ .1imj V(Cji)+ .
Suppose that mjk for all 5 j4 WrX. We show that this contradicts
Proposition 4.3.
Since |1imj V(Cji)|kj for each 5 j4 WrX, we have
|S|k :
5 j4 WrX
j<2kr(5+4(r+1))=8kr(r+94). (5.1)
Let T be the set of vertices in V(H)&S which are adjacent to at least q2
vertices in S, and let X be the set of vertices whose degree in H&S is
greater than q2. Then by assumption,
|X|b |V(H)|&|S|&|T |. (5.2)
We show that
|S|+|T |<29b |V(H)|30. (5.3)
From the assumption that the girth of H is at least 5, it follows that
|(NH(x) & S) & (NH( y) & S)|1
for any distinct x, y # T. Hence by Lemma 3.2,
|T |
|S|( |S|&1)
(q2)(q2&1)
.
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Thus in view of (5.1), in order to prove (5.3), it suffices to show
8kr(r+94)+
8kr(r+94)(8kr(r+94)&1)
(q2)(q2&1)
<
29
30
b |V(H)|. (5.4)
Note that if we replace |V(H)| by the lower bound given by Lemma 5.1,
then the order of magnitude of both sides of (5.4), as k tends to infinity,
is k. Thus it is a matter of routine calculation to verify that (5.4) holds
under the assumption that k1200. Nevertheless, we include a rather
detailed description of the calculation for the convenience of the reader.
Clearly,
8kr(r+94)<8kr2(r+94)2, (5.5)
and
8kr(r+94)(8kr(r+94)&1)
(q2)(q2&1)
<
(8kr(r+94))2
(q2)(16q33)
=
22b2kr2(r+94)2
75
<
3
10
kr2(r+94)2. (5.6)
It follows from (5.5) and (5.6) that in order to prove (5.4), it suffices to
show
(8+310) k(log(q2)&d0 |V(H)| )
2 (log(q2)&d0 |V(H)|+94)
2
<(2930) b |V(H)|. (5.7)
In proving this, we may replace |V(H)| by bq(q&1)+1, which is the lower
bound given by Lemma 5.1 (note that for each positive number l, the
function (log t) lt is decreasing for tel). Since d0=W30bX31b=
31q30k12<q32, log2(1615)<19, and log2 qlog2(30(1200)12)>10, we
have log2(q2&d0)>log2(15q32)>(log2 q)&1&19>(89) log2 q, and
we therefore have
log(q2)&d0(bq(q&1)+1)=
log2(bq(q&1)+1)
log2(q2&d0)
<
log2 q2
(89) log2 q
=94.
Thus to prove (5.7), it suffices to show
(8310)(94)2 (92)2 k<(2930) b(b(30k12b)(30k12b&1)+1).
But since 30k12b&1>(30&12) k12b and (8310)(94)2 (92)2<
(2930) 30(592), this clearly holds. Thus (5.3) is proved, and hence |X|>
b|V(H)|30b |V(H&S)|30 by (5.2). In view of Proposition 4.3, this
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implies that H&S contains a cycle with length at most 4 Wlog(q2)&d0
|V(H&S)|X. Since log(q2)&d0 |V(H&S)|r, this contradicts the definition
of S, and this contradiction completes the proof of the proposition. K
Proposition 5.3. Let k2 be an integer, and let 0<b<c<1 be real
numbers. Let H be a graph with girth at least 7 and, for each j=0, 1, 2, let
Vj denote the set of vertices of H whose degree is j. Suppose that
|V0 |+4|V1 |+3|V2 |(1&c) |V(H)|, (5.8)
and |V(H)| is large enough to satisfy
|V(H)|
6k2(1+W5bX)4
c&b
Wlog2 |V(H)|X4. (5.9)
Then for some j with
7 j<2(1+W5bX) Wlog2 |V(H)|X,
H contains k+1 pairwise disjoint j-cycles.
Proof. We argue as in Proposition 5.2. Let l=(1+W5bX)
Wlog2 |V(H)|X. For each 7 j<2l, let mj denote the maximum number of
disjoint j-cycles, and let Cj1 , ..., Cjmj be disjoint j-cycles. Set
S= .
7 j<2l \ .1imj V(Cji)+ .
Suppose that mjk for all 7 j<2l. Then
|S|<2kl 2. (5.10)
We show that G=H&S satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.4. Since
the girth of H is at least 7, we have
|(NH(u)&S) & (NH(v)&S)|+|E(NH(u)&S, NH(v)&S)|1 (5.11)
for all u, v # S with u{v, and
E((NH(u)&S) )=< (5.12)
for all u # S. Set
T=NH(S)&S, M=[x # T | |NH(x) & S|2].
By (5.11) and (5.12),
|M|+|E((T) )||S| ( |S|&1)2. (5.13)
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Let r0 , r1 , s be as in Proposition 4.4. If an edge e # E(G) joins two vertices
which have degree less than or equal to 2 in G, then either e # E((T) ) or
e is incident with a vertex in (V1 _ V2)&S&T. Thus
s|V1&S&T |+2 |V2&S&T |+|E((T) )|. (5.14)
Likewise, if x is an isolated vertex of G, then x # V0 _ (V1 & T) _ M, and
if a vertex y has degree 1 in G, then y # (V1&S&T ) _ (V2 & T ) _ M. Thus
r0+3r1|V0 |+3 |V1 |+3 |V2 & T |+3 |M|. (5.15)
We now obtain
r0+3r1+s
|V0 |+4 |V1 |+3 |V2 |+3 |M|+|E((T) )|
(by (5.14) and (5.15))
(1&c)( |V(G)|+|S| )+3 |S| ( |S|&1)2 (by (5.8) and (5.13))
(1&c) |V(G)|+3 |S| 22&c |S|
<(1&c) |V(G)|+6k2(1+W5bX)4 Wlog2 |V(H)|X4&c |S|
(by (5.10))
(1&c) |V(G)|+(c&b) |V(H)|&c |S| (by (5.9))
(1&b) |V(G)|.
Thus H&S (=G) satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.4, and hence
H&S contains a cycle with length less than 2(1+5b) Wlog2 |V(H&S)|X.
This contradicts the definition of S, and this contradiction completes the
proof of the proposition. K
6. Linear Bound
In this section, we give a proof of the Main Theorem which works only
for large values of k but yields the linear bound stated in (ii) of the Main
Theorem. Specifically, we prove the following proposition in a series of
lemmas:
Proposition 6.1. Let
0<c 14 (6.1)
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be a real number, and let k be a positive integer which is large enough to
satisfy
30k12
c(10+20c)
ck. (6.2)
Let G be a graph with minimum degree at least 2k and order at least
(17+20c) k. Then G contains k pairwise disjoint cycles of the same length.
Proof. Let c, k, G be as in Proposition 6.1. Let l denote the maximum
number of disjoint 3-cycles in G, and let m denote the maximum number
of disjoint 4-cycles in G. We may assume l, m<k. Let C1 , ..., Cl be disjoint
3-cycles and D1 , ..., Dm be disjoint 4-cycles, and set A=(1il V(Ci)) _
(1 jm V(Dj)). We choose these m+l cycles so that |A| is as large as
possible. Since l, m<k, we have |A|<7k.
We want to show that G&A satisfies the assumptions of Proposition
5.2 with b=c(10+20c). It is clear that G&A has girth at least 5. Let B
be the set of those vertices in V(G)&A which are adjacent to at least
(2&c) k vertices in A. Then by (6.2), every vertex of G&A whose degree
is less than or equal to 30k12(c(10+20c)) lies in B. Thus it suffices to
show
|V(G)&A&B|c |V(G)&A|(10+20c),
which is equivalent to
|V(G)&A&B|c |B|(10+19c). (6.3)
If |B|(10+19c) k, then since |V(G)|(17+20c) k and |A|<7k, (6.3)
clearly holds. Thus we may assume
|B|>(10+19c) k. (6.4)
We prove (6.3) by finding a subset T of B such that |NG&A(T )&B|
c |B|(10+19c).
We apply Proposition 3.4 to the bipartite subgraph of G induced by
EG(A, B). From (6.2), we obtain
c2k12>300. (6.5)
By (6.1) and (6.5), we get 1k<c14. By (6.4) and (6.5),
|B|>(10+6c) k+13ck>(10+6c) k+100c2. Also by the definition of B,
|NG(v) & A|(2&c) k for all v # B. Since G does not contain k disjoint
4-cycles, it now follows from Proposition 3.4 that there exists a subset P
of A with cardinality strictly less than 2k such that
|B&M(P)|<(5+(172) c) k+100c2 (6.6)
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and such that
|NG(X) & M(P)|>(52) |X| for all <{XP, (6.7)
where M(P) denotes the set of vertices v in B such that NG(v) & AP.
Since c 14, it follows immediately from the definitions of B and M(P) that
|NG(v) & P|7k4 for all v # M(P). (6.8)
Lemma 6.2. (M(P)) does not contain two independent edges.
Proof. For reference in Section 7 (see Lemmas 7.2, 7.3, and 7.7), we
prove this lemma under the weaker assumption that c(14)+(54k),
though we have c14 by (6.1). That is to say, we assume only, instead
of (6.8), that
|NG(v) & P|7k4&54 for all v # M(P). (6.9)
Suppose that (M(P)) contains two independent edges e1=u1 v1 and
e2=u2v2 , and set Sj=NG(uj) & NG(vj) & P ( j=1, 2). Since |P|2k&1, it
follows from (6.9) that
|Sj ||NG(uj) & P|+|NG(vj) & P|&|P|
2(7k4&54)&(2k&1)=3k2&32, (6.10)
and hence |S1 & S2 |k&2. Since u1 , v1 , and x form a 3-cycle for each
x # S1 , the maximality of l implies that S1 1il V(Ci). Similarly,
S2 1il V(Ci). Now suppose that for each 3-cycle Ci , one of the
following holds:
|V(Ci) & (S1 _ S2)|1; (6.11)
V(Ci) & (S1 _ S2)S1&S2 ; (6.12)
or
V(Ci) & (S1 _ S2)S2&S1 . (6.13)
Then k>l|S1 & S2 |+W |S1&S2 |3X+W |S2&S1 |3X. This in particular
implies |S1 & S2 |k&1, and hence it follows from (6.10) that
|S1&S2 |>0 and |S2&S1 |>0. Since |S1 & S2 |k&2, we now get
k>l(k&2)+1+1, which is absurd. Thus for one of the cycles Ci , say
Cl , no one of (6.11), (6.12), or (6.13) holds, and we can therefore find two
vertices x, y # V(Cl) with x{y such that x # S1 and y # S2 . But then we get
a contradiction to the maximality of l by replacing Cl by the two cycles
xu1v1 and yu2v2 . K
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Now we define a subset R of V(G)&A as follows: if there exist
u0 , v0 # M(P) with u0 {v0 such that u0 and v0 have a common neighbor w0
in G&A, set R=[u0 , v0 , w0]; otherwise set R=<.
Lemma 6.3. Suppose that R{<. Then (M(P)) contains no edge.
Proof. Suppose that there exists an edge e=uv with u, v # M(P) and set
S=NG(u0) & NG(v0) & NG(u) & NG(v) & P. By (6.8), we have
|S|>k. (6.14)
On the other hand, by the maximality of l and m, we have
S .
1il
V(Ci), (6.15)
S .
1 jm
V(Dj). (6.16)
Since mk&1, it follows from (6.14) and (6.16) that one of the 4-cycles
Dj , say Dm , satisfies |V(Dm) & S|2, and hence
}V(Dm) & \ .
1il
V(Ci)+ }2 (6.17)
by (6.15). Take x # V(Dm) & S. By virtue of (6.17), we now get a contradic-
tion to the maximality of |A| by replacing Dm by the cycle xu0w0v0 . K
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that R{<. Then w0  M(P).
Proof. This follows immediately from the preceding lemma. K
Lemma 6.5. Suppose that R{<. Then |P|2k&2.
Proof. Suppose |P|=2k&1. Fix z0 # P & NG(u0) & NG(v0). If there
exists z # P with
|NG(z) & (M(P)&[u0 , v0])|1, (6.18)
we let z0 be such a vertex (note that if z # P satisfies (6.18), then since
|NG(z) & M(P)|3 by (6.7), it follows that |NG(z) & M(P)|=3 and
u0 , v0 # NG(z); i.e., z # NG(u0) & NG(v0)). We claim that
|NG(X) & (M(P)&[u0 , v0])|2|X| (6.19)
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for all XP&[z0]. For X with |X|2, (6.19) follows immediately from
(6.7). Hence we have only to consider the case where X consists of a single
vertex x. If there is no z that satisfies (6.18), we clearly have
|NG(x) & (M(P)&[u0 , v0])|2.
If z0 satisfies (6.18), then
|NG(x) & (M(P)&[u0 , v0])|
|NG([x, z0]) & M(P)|&|NG(z0) & M(P)|>5&3=2.
Thus (6.19) holds for all XP&[z0]. We now apply Lemma 3.3 with
r=k&1 to the bipartite subgraph H induced by
EG(P&[z0], M(P)&[u0 , v0]).
By (6.19), |NH(X )|2 |X| for all XP&[z0]. By (6.8), |NH(v)|
|NG(v) & P|&17k4&1>3(k&1)2 for all v # M(P)&[u0 , v0]. Thus by
Lemma 3.3, H contains k&1 disjoint 4-cycles. Since the cycle z0u0 w0v0 is
disjoint from these k&1 cycles, this contradicts the assumption that
m<k. K
Lemma 6.6. No two vertices in M(P)&R have a common neighbor in
G&A&R.
Proof. If R=<, this is clear from the definition of R. Thus assume
R{<, and, by way of contradiction, suppose that there exist
u, v # M(P)&R with u{v such that u and v have a common neighbor w
in G&A&R. Set S=NG(u) & NG(v) & P, S0=NG(u0) & NG(v0) & P. Then
by (6.8),
|S & S0 |>k. (6.20)
On the other hand, the maximality of m implies that S, S0 
1jm V(Dj), and hence
S & S0  .
1 jm
V(Dj). (6.21)
Since mk&1, it follows from (6.20) and (6.21) that one of the 4-cycles
Dj , say Dm , satisfies |Dm & (S & S0)|2. Take x, y # Dm & (S & S0) with
x{y. We now get a contradiction to the maximality of m by replacing Dm
by the two cycles xuwv and yu0w0v0 . K
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that R=<. Then (M(P)) contains at most one
edge.
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Proof. Suppose that (M(P)) contains two edges e, f. By Lemma 6.2,
e and f must share an end vertex. But this contradicts the assumption that
R=<. K
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Proposition 6.1. Let
T be the set of those vertices in M(P)&R which have no neighbor in
M(P). If R{<, then |M(P)&R|=|M(P)|&2 by Lemma 6.4, and hence
|T |=|M(P)&R|=|M(P)|&2 by Lemma 6.3; if R=<, then |T |
|M(P)&R|&2=|M(P)|&2 by Lemma 6.7. Thus in either case,
|T ||M(P)|&2. (6.22)
Take v # T. Since |NG(v)|2k by assumption and since TM(P),
|NG&A(v)|2k&|P| (6.23)
by the definition of M(P). If R{<, then |P|2k&2 by Lemma 6.5,
and hence it follows from (6.23) and the definition of T that
|NG&A(v)&M(P)|2, which implies |NG&A(v)&M(P)&R|1 because
|R&M(P)|=|[w0]|=1; if R=<, then since |P|2k&1, it immediately
follows from (6.23) and the definition of T that |NG&A(v)&M(P)&R|=
|NG&A(v)&M(P)|1. Since v # T was arbitrary, this means that
NG&A(v)&M(P)&R{< for all v # T, and hence
|NG&A(T )&M(P)&R||T | (6.24)
by Lemma 6.6. We now obtain
|NG&A(T )&B||NG&A(T )&M(P)&R|&|B&M(P)|
|M(P)|&2&|B&M(P)| (by (6.22) and (6.24))
=|B|&2&2|B&M(P)| (since M(P)B)
>|B|&(10+17c) k&200c2&2 (by (6.6))
>|B|&(10+18c) k (by (6.1) and (6.5))
>c |B|(10+19c) (since k<|B|(10+19c) by (6.4)),
as desired. K
7. Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section, we give a proof of statement (i) of the Main Theorem
which works for all k3. More specifically, we prove the following
proposition:
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Proposition 7.1. Let k3 be an integer, and let G be a graph with min-
imum degree at least 2k. Suppose that |V(G)| is large enough to satisfy
|V(G)|(2_108) k2 Wlog2 |V(G)|X4.
Then G contains k pairwise disjoint cycles of the same length.
Proof. Let k, G be as in the proposition. For each j (3 j6), let mj
denote the maximum number of disjoint j-cycles in G, and let Cj1 , ..., Cjmj
be disjoint j-cycles. Set
A= .
3 j6 \ .1imj V(Cji)+ .
We may assume mj<k for each 3 j6. Thus |A|<18k.
Let c= 1051 and b=
8
51 . We want to show that H=G&A satisfies the
assumptions of Proposition 5.3 for these values of b and c. Since
|A|<18k<107k2 Wlog2 |V(G)|X4,
we have
|V(H)|>1.9_108k2 Wlog2 |V(G)|X41.9_108k2 Wlog2 |V(H)|X4, (7.1)
which implies that H satisfies (5.9) because
6(1+W5bX)4(c&b)<1.9_108.
Let B be the set of those vertices of H which are, in G, adjacent to at
least 2k&2 vertices in A. As in Proposition 5.3, for each 0 j2, let Vj
denote the set of vertices of H whose degree (in H) is j. Then
V0 _ V1 _ V2 B. (7.2)
Hence if |B|3000k, then we immediately obtain (5.8) (the coefficient 3000
is just one of the round numbers for which our proof works and in itself
bears no significant meaning). Thus we may assume
|B|>3000k. (7.3)
Since
6000
(54)(15&1051)
k2<1.9_108k2<|V(H)|
by (7.1), we have
6000k2<(54)(15&1051) |V(H)|,
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which means that (5.8) follows if we prove
|V(H)|+6000k2>(54)(4 |V0 _ V1 |+3 |V2 | ).
We shall, in fact, prove
|V(H)|+6000k2>(k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 |. (7.4)
By (7.3) and Proposition 3.9, there exists a subset P of A with cardinality
2k&2 or 2k&1 such that
|B&M(P)|<3000k (7.5)
and such that
|NG(X) & M(P)|>3 |X| (7.6)
for all <{XP, where M(P) denotes the set of vertices v in B such that
NG(v) & AP.
Take v # V0 . Then |NG(v) & A|=|NG(v)|2k. Since |P|2k&1, this
means that v cannot belong to M(P). Since v # V0 was arbitrary, we get
V0 B&M(P) (7.7)
by (7.2).
Arguing as in Lemma 6.2, we obtain the following lemma (note that
2k&27k4&54, and recall that we proved Lemma 6.2 assuming only
(6.9) instead of (6.8)):
Lemma 7.2. (M(P)) does not contain two independent edges.
If there exist u0 , v0 # M(P) with u0 {v0 such that u0 and v0 have a
common neighbor w0 in G&A, set R=[u0 , v0 , w0] and R0=[w0] (if
possible, we choose these three vertices so that w0 # M(P)); otherwise, set
R=R0 =<. Unlike in Section 6, it is possible that w0 # M(P) but, in
compensation, we have (7.6), which is stronger than (6.7). Thus we can
argue as in Lemma 6.5 to get:
Lemma 7.3 If R{<, then |P|=2k&2.
Arguing as in Lemma 6.2 (using 4-cycles in place of 3-cycles), we obtain
the following lemma (see the parenthetic remark made immediately before
the statement of Lemma 7.2):
Lemma 7.4. No two vertices in M(P)&R have a common neighbor in
G&A&R.
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Lemma 7.5. (i) If <{RM(P), then NG(R&R0) & (M(P)&R)=<.
(ii) If <{R3 M(P), then |NG(R&R0) & (M(P)&R)|1.
Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from Lemma 7.2, and (ii)
follows from Lemma 7.2 and the assumption that when R{<, we have
chosen R so that RM(P) whenever such a choice is possible. K
Let S be the set of vertices in M(P)&R which have no neighbor in
M(P)&R0 . To each v # S assign a vertex g(v) # NG(v)&A&M(P)&R (the
existence of such a vertex follows from Lemma 7.3). By Lemma 7.4,
g(u){g(v) for any two distinct vertices u, v # S. The following lemma is
also an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.4:
Lemma 7.6. Let w # V(G) and suppose that w is adjacent to two or more
vertices in g(S). Then w  S.
Arguing as in Lemma 6.2 (using 5-cycles in place of 3-cycles), we get:
Lemma 7.7. (g(S)) does not contain two independent edges.
For notational simplicity, we let the path ug(u) wg(v) v be denoted by
(u, w, v), where u, v # S, u{v, and w # NG(g(u)) & NG(g(v)); thus
V(u, w, v)=[u, g(u), w, g(v), v]. Let J denote the set of all such paths; thus
J=[(u, w, v) | u, v # S, u{v, w # NG(g(u)) & NG(g(v))].
Two paths (u1 , w1 , v1), (u2 , w2 , v2) in J are said to be disjoint if
V(u1 , w1 , v1) & V(u2 , w2 , v2)=<. Let
K=[(u, w, v) # J | w # V(G)&P&S],
L=[(u, w, v) # J | w # P].
By Lemma 7.6, J=K _ L (disjoint union). Note that even if (u, w, v) # K,
it is still possible that w # A.
We now need to distinguish to cases, the case |P|=2k&1 and the case
|P|=2k&2.
Case 1. |P|=2k&1. In this case, R=< by Lemma 7.3, and hence
|S||M(P)|&2 (7.8)
by Lemmas 7.2 and 7.4. Set
Q1=[v # M(P) | |NG(v) & A|=|P|=2k&1],
Q2=[v # M(P) | |NG(v) & A|=|NG(v) & P|=2k&2].
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Then M(P)=Q1 _ Q2 (disjoint union). We also have
V1 (B&M(P)) _ Q1 (7.9)
by (7.2). Set S1=S & Q1 and S2=S & Q2 . Also set
Sx=[v # S | NG(v) & A=P&[x]]
for each x # P. Then S=S1 _ S2=S1 _ (x # P Sx) (disjoint union).
Further set
K1=[(u, w, v) # K | u, v # S1],
K2=[(u, w, v) # K | u or v belongs to S2],
L1=[(u, w, v) # L | u, v # S1],
L2=[(u, w, v) # L | for some z # P&[w],
either u # Sz and v # S1 _ Sz , or u # S1 and v # Sz],
L3=[(u, w, v) # L | u, v # Sw].
Note that L1 , L2 , and L3 do not necessarily form a partition of L.
The following two lemmas follow immediately from the definition:
Lemma 7.8. If (u, w, v) # L1 _ L2 , u, w, and g(u) form a 3-cycle.
Lemma 7.9. If (u, w, v) # J=K _ L, then for each x # NG(u) & NG(v) &
P with x{w, the six vertices u, g(u), w, g(v), v and x form a 6-cycle.
Let r be the maximum number of disjoint paths in K _ L1 _ L2 , and let
IK _ L1 _ L2 be a set of disjoint paths with |I |=r. Let
I=[(u1 , w1 , v1), ..., (ur , wr , vr)]. If possible, we choose I so that at least
one of the wi belongs to g(S).
Lemma 7.10. (i) rk.
(ii) If r=k, then |I & K2 |=1, |I & L2 |=k&1, and no path in L3 is
disjoint from all of the paths in I.
Proof. Suppose that |I |=rk. If |I & (L1 _ L2)|k, we can find k
disjoint 3-cycles by Lemma 7.8. Thus
|I & (L1 _ L2)|k&1. (7.10)
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Let s=min[k, |I & K|]. We may assume that (ui , wi , vi) # K for all 1is.
Set X=[ws+1 , ..., wk] (P). Then
|NG(ui) & NG(vi) & (P&X)|
(2k&3)&|X|=k+s&3 for all 1is, (7.11)
and
|NG(ui) & NG(vi) & (P&X)|k+s&2 for all s+1ik. (7.12)
Suppose s2. Then (7.11) and (7.12) imply that
|NG(ui) & NG(vi) & (P&X)|i for all 1ik, (7.13)
and we can therefore associate a vertex xi # NG(ui) & NG(vi) & (P&X) with
each 1ik so that xi {xj for any i, j with i{j. Thus there exist k
disjoint 6-cycles by Lemma 7.9. Thus s1. Since s=min[k, |I & K|] by
definition, this means that |I & K|=s1. Since we are assuming |I |=rk
and since |I & (L1 _ L2)|k&1 by (7.10), we now get |I |=k, s=1, and
|I & (L1 _ L2)|=k&1. If one of the paths (ui , wi , vi) with 2ik, say
(uk , wk , vk), belongs to L1 , then again (7.13) holds. Thus I & L1=<.
Similarly, (u1 , w1 , v1) must belong to K2 . Finally, if there exists a path
(u, w, v) # L3 which is disjoint from all of the (ui , wi , vi), then we can
replace (uk , wk , vk) by (u, w, v) and argue as above to get k disjoint
6-cycles. K
Set
U=[g(ui), g(vi) | 1ir],
W=[wi | 1ir],
Z=V(G)&P&S&g(S)&W,
T=g(S)&U&W \=g(S)&\ .
1ir
V(ui , wi , vi)++ ,
T1=g(S1)&U&W \=g(S1)&\ .
1ir
V(ui , wi , vi)++ ,
T2=g(S2)&U&W \=g(S2)&\ .
1ir
V(ui , wi , vi)++ ,
Tx=g(Sx)&U&W \=g(Sx)&\ .
1ir
V(ui , wi , vi)++ (x # P) .
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Since S & W=< by Lemma 7.6, we have
V(G)&P&W=S _ T _ U _ Z
= (disjoint union).T=T1 _ T2=T1 _ \ .x # P Tx+
By Lemma 7.6, we also have
|E(T, S)|=|T |. (7.14)
Lemma 7.11. |E((T) )|1.
Proof. Suppose that e, f # E((T) ), e{ f. By Lemma 7.7, e and f must
share an end vertex. Thus we may write e=g(u) g(t) and f =g(v) g(t). But
then (u, g(t), v) # K, and this contradicts the maximality of r. K
Lemma 7.12. (i) |E(T, z)|1 for all z # Z.
(ii) |E(T1 _ Tx , y)|1 for all x # P and y # P&W with x{y.
(iii) If r=k, then |E(Ty , y)|1 for all y # P&W.
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the maximality
of r. Similarly, (iii) follows from the last assertion of Lemma 7.10. K
Lemma 7.13. |NG(T) & Z|= |E(T, Z)|.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 7.12(i). K
Lemma 7.14. (i) |E(T, y)||Ty |+2k&2 for all y # P&W.
(ii) If r=k, then |E(T, y)|2k&1 for all y # P&W.
(iii) |E(T, P&W )||T2 |+(2k&1)(2k&2).
(iv) If r=k, then |E(T, P&W)|k(2k&1).
Proof. Recall |P|=2k&1. Take y # P&W. Since E(T, y)=E(Ty , y) _
(x # P&[ y] E(T1 _ Tx , y)), it follows from Lemma 7.12(ii) that |E(T, y)|
|Ty |+|P&[ y]|=|Ty |+2k&2. Thus (i) is proved. Similarly, (ii) follows
from (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 7.12. Since y # P |Ty |=|T2 |, (iii) follows from
(i). By Lemma 7.10(ii), we have |P&W|=k in the case where r=k, and
hence (iv) follows immediately from (ii). K
Lemma 7.15. If r=k, then |E(T1 , W )|(k&1) |T1 |+1.
Proof. Suppose |E(T1 , W )|(k&1) |T1 |+2. Then since |E(z, W)|
|W|=r=k for all z # T1 , there exist y0 , z0 # T1 , y0 {z0 , such that
|E( y0 , W )|=|E(z0 , W )|=k, which means that NG( y0)$W and NG(z0)$
W. In particular, y0 and z0 are adjacent to wk , and hence letting y0=g(u0)
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and z0=g(v0), we can replace (uk , wk , vk) by (u0 , wk , v0). Since
(u0 , wk , v0) # K1 _ L1 , this contradicts Lemma 7.10(ii). K
Lemma 7.16. |E(T, P _ W)|(k&1) |T1 |+k |T2 |+(2k&1)(2k&2).
Proof. Recall |W|=r. If rk&1, then since we clearly have
|E(T, W )|r |T |, it follows from Lemma 7.14(iii) that
|E(T, P _ W )|=|E(T, W )|+|E(T, P&W )|
r |T |+|T2 |+(2k&1)(2k&2)
(k&1) |T1 |+k |T2 |+(2k&1)(2k&2).
If r=k, then by Lemma 7.15 and Lemma 7.14(iv),
|E(T, P _ W )|=|E(T1 , W )|+|E(T2 , W)|+|E(T, P&W)|
(k&1) |T1 |+1+k |T2 |+k(2k&1)
<(k&1) |T1 |+k |T2 |+(2k&1)(2k&2). K
Lemma 7.17. |E(T, U)|2r.
Proof. In proving this lemma, we may clearly assume E(T, U){<.
Also recall that we have chosen I so that g(S) & W{<, if such a choice
is at all possible (see the paragraph preceding Lemma 7.10). Suppose that
g(S) & W{<, take wi # g(S) & W, and take e # E(T, U). By Lemma 7.7, e
must share an end vertex with both of the two edges g(ui) wi and g(vi) wi .
Since e joins T (=g(S)&U&W ) and U, and since wi  T _ U and
g(ui), g(vi)  T, this is impossible. Thus we may assume g(S) & W=<.
Suppose |E(T, U)|>2r. Then there exists z # U such that |E(T, z)|2. We
may assume z=g(u1). Take g(u), g(v) # NG(z) & T with u{v. Then (u, z, v)
belongs to K and is disjoint from (ui , wi , vi) for all 2ik, and hence we
can replace (u1 , w1 , v1) by (u, w, v). Since z # g(S), this contradicts our
choice of I mentioned at the beginning of the proof of this lemma. K
We are now in a position to finish the proof of (7.4) for the case
|P|=2k&1. Since |Z||NG(T ) & Z|=|E(T, Z)| by Lemma 7.13, and
since
|E(T, Z)|= :
z # T
degG(z)&2 |E((T) )|&|E(T, S)|
&|E(T, P _ W )|&|E(T, U)|,
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we obtain
|Z|2k |T |&2&|T |&(k&1) |T1 |&k |T2 |&(2k&1)(2k&2)&2k
=k |T1 |+(k&1) |T2 |&(4k2&4k+4)
by (7.14) and Lemmas 7.11, 7.16, and 7.17. Since
(k |S1 |+(k&1) |S2 | )&(k |T1 |+(k&1) |T2 | )
=k | g(S1)&T1 |+(k&1) | g(S2)&T2 |k | g(S)&T |
k |U _ W|3k2,
this implies
|Z|k |S1 |+(k&1) |S2 |&(7k2&4k+4).
Since |V(H)|=|V(G)|&|A||S|+| g(S)|+|Z|&|A| and |A|<18k, it
now follows that
|V(H)|>(k+2) |S1 |+(k+1) |S2 |&(7k2+14k+4).
Since
((k+2) |Q1 |+(k+1) |Q2 | )&((k+2) |S1 |+(k+1) |S2 | )
(k+2) |M(P)&S|2(k+2)
by (7.8) and
((k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 | )&((k+2) |Q1 |+(k+1) |Q2 | )
(k+2) |B&M(P)|<3000k(k+2)
by (7.2), (7.7), (7.9), and (7.5), we now obtain
|V(H)|>(k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 |
&(7k2+14k+4)&(3000k+2)(k+2)
>(k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 |&6000k2,
as desired. This concludes the proof for the case where |P|=2k&1.
Case 2. |P|=2k&2. In this case, we have |M(P)&S|4 by Lemmas
7.2, 7.4, and 7.5. Let r be the maximum number of disjoint paths in K _ L,
and let IK _ L be a set of disjoint paths with |I |=r. Let
I=[(u1 , w1 , v1), ..., (ur , wr , vr)]. If possible, we choose I so that at least
one of the wi belongs to g(S). Arguing as in Lemma 7.10, we get rk
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(if rk+1, then we can find k disjoint 6-cycles or k disjoint 3-cycles,
according to whether |I & K|2 or |I & K|1). Set
U=[g(ui), g(vi) | 1ir], W=[wi | 1ir],
Z=V(G)&P&S&g(S)&W, T=g(S)&U&W.
By Lemma 7.6, |E(T, S)|=|T |. Arguing as in Lemma 7.11, we see that
|E((T) )|1. By the maximality of r, |E(T, z)|1 for all z # Z _ (P&W ),
and hence we obtain |NG(T ) & Z|=|E(T, Z)| and |E(T, P _ W)|=
|E(T, W )|+|E(T, P&W)|r |T |+|P&W|k |T |+(2k&2). Arguing as
in Lemma 7.17, we get |E(T, U)|2r2k. Combining these observations,
we obtain
|Z||E(T, Z)|2k |T |&2&|T |&k |T |&(2k&2)&2k
=(k&1) |T |&4k(k&1) |S|&(3k2+k),
and hence
|V(H)||S|+| g(S)|+|Z|&|A|>(k+1) |S|&(3k2+19k)
(k+1) |M(P)|&(3k2+23k+4).
Since we have V0 _ V1 B&M(P) from (7.2) and the assumption that
|P|=2k&2, it now follows from (7.2) and (7.5) that
|V(H)|>(k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 |
&(3k2+23k+4)&(k+2) |B&M(Q)|
>(k+2) |V0 _ V1 |+(k+1) |V2 |&6000k2,
as desired. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.1. K
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